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A new
standard in
recruiting.
Filtered raises the bar on hiring
efficiency and effectiveness.

KEY

B E N E FI TS

COST PER HIRE

REJECTED OFFERS

INTERVIEW TO HIRE

UNDETECTED FRAUD

TIME TO FILL

$400

3%

60%

0.001%

5 Days

Down from $40K

Down from 23%

Up from 4%

Down from 29%

30 Day Decrease

A modern
approach to
hiring.

Filtered amps up the effectiveness and efficiency of your hiring process. We
merge the applications with capabilities-based assessments to create a
powerful screening process designed to surface quality candidates quicker.
Then we deliver a live video interview experience with whiteboard and
developer options, and unprecedented flexibility—even connecting to your
own development environment for more real-world examinations. Filtered ties
all recorded activity and feedback into a smooth interview experience with
unprecedented insight, helping you to radically improve hiring effectiveness.

Increase your hiring performance risk free. Email us at info@filtered.ai
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A modern
recruiting tool
that drastically
improves hiring
effectiveness.
Build a better recruiting engine,
powered by Filtered.

Screen your candidates.
Connect Filtered capabilities-based assessments to your application

“Filtered saves time

process, improving the accuracy and speed of screening. Choose from

from having to do

one or many of our dynamic project-based templates, customize your

phone screens

own, or copy and paste your job description.

ourselves. It’s
more organized in

Interview the front runners.

a way that multiple

Schedule and conduct your second round interviews with Filtered Live

interviewers can

Rooms, using our scheduling tools and video-based live coding and
whiteboarding functionality. Ideal for remote hiring, regardless of final work
location.

actually see/hear
candidates rather
than reviewing

Manage with workflows.
Segment, share, review, change status, and comment on candidate
performance while taking advantage of our anti-fraud and anti-bias
functionality all in one, user-friendly interface. Integrates with most ATS
systems and your workflow.

notes.”
Hiring Manager
Ed-tech Company

